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19 ABSTRACT

20

21 Crop health management systems can be designed according to practices that help to reduce 

22 crop losses by restricting pathogen development and promoting host plant growth. A good 

23 understanding of pathogen and host dynamics, which are interdependent, is therefore needed. In 
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24 this paper, we used a holistic approach to explain the behavior of coffee leaf rust (CLR), a major 

25 coffee disease. We monitored coffee plant and CLR dynamics simultaneously in plots under 

26 different disease management and agroforestry systems. Diseased leaves were also collected to 

27 characterize rust life stages (latent rust area, area with uredospores, necrosis due to rust) through 

28 picture analysis and inoculum stock. We used structural equation modeling to obtain an overview 

29 of CLR pathosystem functioning on a plant scale. This overview integrates processes such as 

30 disease dilution by host leaf renewal, direct and indirect effects of fruit load on CLR development, 

31 antagonistic effects of shading depending on rust life stages, the tonic effect of copper-based 

32 fungicides on leaf retention, and effects on rust life stages depending on fungicide types. From our 

33 results, we also deduced that the inoculum stock could be calculated in unsprayed plots from the 

34 rust area with uredospores, giving 58.103 uredospores cm-², on average.

35

36 Keywords: agroforestry, coffee phenology, Hemileia vastatrix, rust life stages, structural equation 

37 modeling.

38

39 INTRODUCTION

40

41 Plant epidemics are driven by plant growth and pathogen development in interaction with 

42 their environment and cropping practices, as illustrated in the disease tetrahedron (Zadoks and 

43 Schein 1979). Optimizing disease control in crops requires a good understanding of interactions 

44 and their temporal dynamics. Overall balances may indicate no general effect of a specific factor 

45 because of antagonistic effects via different pathways, whose identification could nevertheless help 

46 to improve disease control (Calonnec et al. 2013). The way a disease is measured can also lead to 

47 similar issues. In epidemiological studies of leaf diseases, researchers often use incidence or 
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48 severity, i.e. ratios of diseased leaves or diseased leaf area, respectively, to total leaf mass. 

49 However, these indicators can be difficult to interpret, since they can differ due to variations of 

50 plant foliage density and/or pathogen growth (Ferrandino 2008; Waller 1982). Disease 

51 development can be described more precisely by characterizing the evolution of symptoms and 

52 signs, independently of variations in host foliage density. This approach is also useful for 

53 identifying disease drivers depending on pathogen development stages.

54 Understanding the relationships between the host plant, the pathogen and management 

55 practices is even more important for tropical and perennial crops, because tropical climates do not 

56 benefit from strong weather variations, unlike temperate climates, which contribute to natural 

57 disease regulation. In the case of perennial crops, certain effective practices used with annual crops 

58 to control diseases, such as crop rotations, cannot be implemented. However, other practices such 

59 as pruning can be applied as part of a control strategy. Agroforestry, which is common in perennial 

60 tropical crops such as coffee, is an additional option for influencing pathways that can help to 

61 regulate pests and diseases (Avelino et al. 2011; Poeydebat et al. 2018). 

62 In Central America, despite the reduction in shade-grown coffee areas observed over the last 

63 two decades (Jha et al. 2014; Perfecto et al. 1996), coffee growing in agroforestry systems is still 

64 common. Shade trees are also often recommended for coping with the expected temperature 

65 increases in the near future (Lasco et al. 2014). However, the effects of shade trees on the 

66 development of coffee diseases are not yet fully understood. In particular, contradictory results 

67 have been obtained about how shade influences coffee leaf rust (CLR), a polycyclic disease caused 

68 by the fungus Hemileia vastatrix (Berkeley and Broome) (Avelino et al. 2006; Roberts and Paul 

69 2006; Salgado et al. 2007; Soto-Pinto et al. 2002; Staver et al. 2001). Shade effects on CLR result 

70 from direct effects on the pathogen, indirect effects via coffee phenology and natural enemies, 

71 along with delayed effects via disease impacts on coffee phenology. For instance, shade trees 
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72 indirectly influence CLR incidence via coffee leaf growth, leaf lifespan and fruit load, and by 

73 increasing the abundance of the mycoparasite fungus Lecanicillium lecanii (Zimmermann) (Bock 

74 1962; Kushalappa 1981; Avelino et al. 2006; Campanha et al. 2004; Charbonnier et al. 2013; Costa 

75 et al. 2006; Cournede et al. 2007; De Carvalho et al. 2001; Kushalappa and Ludwig 1982; 

76 Kushalappa et al. 1983; López-Bravo et al. 2012; Vandermeer et al. 2009).

77 Similarly, fungicides can affect diseases through direct effects on the pathogen, indirect 

78 effects via natural enemies and the host plant. Fungicide direct effects on CLR depend on the 

79 properties of the molecules, which can be protectant, curative or eradicant. Fungicides also 

80 influence CLR by reducing the abundance of its mycoparasite, the fungus, L. lecanii (Gonzáles et 

81 al. 2012; Jackson et al. 2012; Vandermeer et al. 2009). Moreover, fungicides can affect coffee 

82 phenology, and therefore CLR, through a “tonic” effect on leaf retention (Bock 1962; Brinate et al. 

83 2015; Cannell 1985; Da Cunha et al. 2004; Mulinge and Griffiths 1974; Van der Vossen and 

84 Browning 1978). 

85 Several reviews have reported many relationships existing between the coffee plant and H. 

86 vastatrix, or the environment and this pathogen, with some including management practices to 

87 control the disease (Zambolim 2016; Avelino et al. 2004; Avelino et al. 2018; Hindorf and Omondi 

88 2011; McCook and Vandermeer 2015; Talhinhas et al. 2017). However, these relationships are 

89 often balances of effects and do not provide a fine understanding of the functioning of the 

90 pathosystem. In our study, we set out to integrate in a holistic analysis the relationships that exist 

91 between cropping practices, coffee phenology and the different CLR development stages, 

92 highlighting pathways and dynamics within that system. To that end, we used a structural equation 

93 modeling (SEM) approach, which had proved to be useful in a previous study to identify the main 

94 factors explaining coffee production losses caused by pests and diseases (Cerda et al. 2017). 

95
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96 MATERIALS AND METHODS

97

98 Study site. The experiment was carried out from August 2013 to December 2014 in the 

99 long-term coffee-based agroforestry systems trial, covering an area of 9.2 ha, located at CATIE 

100 (Centro Agronómico Tropical de Investigación y Enseñanza) in Turrialba, Costa Rica 

101 (9º53´44´´Latitude North, 83º40´7´´ Longitude West). This trial was set up at an altitude of 600 m 

102 a.s.l., under a Caribbean influence, i.e. with no well-marked dry season. The 2004-2014 annual 

103 average rainfall, relative humidity and temperature were 2779 mm, 90.8% and 22.2°C respectively 

104 (CATIE campus weather station). In 2013, rainfall only reached 1945 mm. One dry season was 

105 identified, with daily rainfall below 10 mm, between 21 January 2014 and 8 April 2014 (Boudrot 

106 et al. 2016). The small trial area prevented macroclimate differences between plots.

107

108 Experimental design. The CATIE agroforestry systems trial located in Turrialba was set up 

109 in 2000. Arabica coffee plants of the Caturra dwarf variety, susceptible to most rust races, were 

110 planted at a 2 × 1 m planting density (5000 coffee plants ha-1). Among the 20 treatments, replicated 

111 randomly over three blocks, available in this trial (Haggar et al. 2011), four, where organic and 

112 moderate chemical controls were applied, were selected for our study. Two additional treatments, 

113 that were conventionally managed, but with no chemical or organic control throughout the year, 

114 were established using available coffee areas. From these six initial treatments, we built and studied 

115 12 (Table 1), resulting from the combination of shade (three levels, see following section) and  

116 fungicide nature applied in the last 40 days (four levels, see following section and section on 

117 description of variables).

118 The 18 study plots (6 treatments from the agroforestry system trial × 3 replicates) measured 

119 from 300 to 450 m² and differed in terms of shade cover and management strategy (Table 1).  Three 
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120 shade cover levels were studied including full sun, Erythrina poeppigiana, the Poró tree, alone 

121 (278 trees ha-1), and E. poeppigiana (164 trees  ha-1) combined with Chloroleucon eurycyclum, the 

122 Cashá tree (78 trees ha-1). Erythrina poeppigiana is a legume tree pruned twice a year: drastic 

123 pruning to a height of 2 m in January, regulation pruning to a height of 4.5 m in June. Chloroleucon 

124 eurycyclum is a free growth legume tree, reaching 22-24 m high in the trial. In the E. poeppigiana 

125 plots, shade cover ranged from 15 to 36% depending on the period and pruning activities. In the E. 

126 poeppigiana + C. eurycyclum plots, shade cover ranged from 30 to 60%. In plots under 

127 conventional management, chemical fertilizer applications were carried out using 500 kg ha-1 of 

128 18-5-15 N-P-K and 180 kg ha-1 of 33.5-0-0 N-P-K (urea). Disease control over the study period 

129 was achieved with three 1 kg ha-1 applications of a commercial copper-based fungicide (50% Cu) 

130 in March and April 2013, and in March 2014, combined with three 0.4 l ha-1 applications of a 

131 systemic fungicide (cyproconazole 10% WG) in June 2013, and in January and June 2014. In 

132 organically managed plots, nutrition was based on applying chicken manure (10 t ha-1) and K-

133 MAG, a potassium, magnesium and sulfur fertilizer (100 kg ha-1). In these plots, disease control 

134 was achieved by applying 1.5 kg ha-1 of Bordeaux mixture (20% copper, 10% calcium) on seven 

135 dates in February, April and June 2013, and in January, April, March and June 2014.

136

137 Field monitoring of coffee phenology and rust development. Six coffee plants were 

138 selected in each plot in August 2013 and monitored every 21 days until December 2013. Due to 

139 severe damage caused by the 2013 epidemic, particularly in untreated plots, all the plants were 

140 discarded and six new plants were selected in January 2014 for the 2014 measurements. On each 

141 coffee plant, three branches in the upper, middle and lower strata of the plant were labeled (one per 

142 coffee plant stratum).  Leaf growth and defoliation (leaf area), and rust development on those 

143 branches, were assessed using the methodology established by Kushalappa (1981). That method 
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144 enabled non-destructive and leaf-by-leaf monitoring. In each node of the labeled branches, the 

145 presence-absence of leaves was registered. Their area was assessed with an accuracy of 10 cm², 

146 using patterns of different sizes. The total rust lesion area was assessed with a diagrammatical scale 

147 representing eight damaged areas ranging from 0.1 to 10 cm². The annual mean coffee plant fruit 

148 load was estimated per plot by counting and averaging the number of fruiting nodes on the six 

149 selected coffee plants. As this was a non-destructive method, field monitoring made it possible to 

150 observe the temporal dynamics of coffee phenology and rust area, but it was not possible to 

151 characterize in detail different rust development stages, such as latency and sporulation. 

152

153 Laboratory measurements of rust areas, presence of rust area parasitized with 

154 Lecanicillium lecanii, presence of necrosis due to rust and rust inoculum stock. Field 

155 monitoring was combined with laboratory measurements to assess the area with uredospores, 

156 recognizable by their intense orange color and powdery aspect, the rust latent area, exhibiting 

157 chlorosis with no uredospores, the area of necrosis due to rust, a brown surface generally located 

158 in the center of old rust lesions, and the area of rust lesions parasitized with the fungus 

159 Lecanicillium lecanii (or similar fungi such as Simplicillium spp.), visually identifiable on some 

160 rust lesions by its white color and powdery aspect. In addition, the rust inoculum stock was 

161 assessed.

162 Every three weeks, all the diseased leaves from six randomly chosen branches (two branches 

163 × three strata) and six coffee plants (one branch per coffee plant), different from those chosen for 

164 field monitoring, were collected in each plot. Photographs of leaves were taken and identified by 

165 the coffee plant and stratum from which they originated. A graduated ruler was included in the 

166 photograph to show its scale. The above-mentioned areas were measured using Image Tool version 

167 3.0 software, developed by Wilcox et al. (2002) and Texas University. The amount of rust inoculum 
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168 on the collected leaves was quantified by harvesting the uredospores, rasping the areas showing 

169 signs, and placing them in Eppendorf tubes containing 1 ml of a 2.5% Tween aqueous solution to 

170 prevent uredospores aggregation. Each sample was homogenized for 5 min at 30°C in an 

171 ultrasonifier Steri-Cleaner (Strudi industrial Co). Rust uredospores were counted with a Neubauer 

172 counting chamber, containing 7 µL of the suspension, with the 10× power objective lens. As this 

173 was a destructive method, the leaf collection experiment did not allow us to appreciate temporal 

174 dynamics, but we were able to describe several rust life cycle stages separately, along with one of 

175 its natural enemy, L. lecanii.

176

177 Description of variables and reference modalities in statistical analysis. In both 

178 experiments, based on non-destructive field monitoring and laboratory measurements, the two 

179 factors Shade and Fungicides were used to describe the agronomical management of both the 

180 coffee plant and coffee leaf rust systems (Table 2). The Shade factor described the type of 

181 agroforestry system. Its effect was compared to the full sun exposure treatment, considered as the 

182 reference modality. Shade is responsible for microclimate variations between plots, which are all 

183 under the same macroclimate. Shade affects coffee phenology and rust development via this main 

184 pathway. The Fungicides factor described chemical rust control, i.e. the fungicide type (copper-

185 based or triazole) combined with a dosage, applied in the last 40 days, to consider fungicide 

186 effective life (Santos et al. 2002). For this factor, the reference modality was the absence of 

187 fungicide applied in the last 40 days.

188 In the non-destructive field monitoring experiment, all of the quantitative variables except 

189 the mean coffee plant fruit load were expressed per branch and averaged per coffee stratum. Seven 

190 variables were studied: five variables to characterize coffee plant phenology and two variables to 

191 characterize coffee leaf rust development (Table 2). Coffee plant phenology was characterized by 
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192 the coffee branch stratum (Leaf Stratum: Top, Middle and Bottom of the coffee tree), mean number 

193 of fruiting nodes per coffee plant (Fruit Load), total leaf area per branch at the previous evaluation, 

194 i.e. 21 days before (Leaf Area d-21), leaf growth (growth in area from existing leaves and new leaves) 

195 since the previous evaluation (Leaf Growth), and lost leaf area due to leaf fall since the previous 

196 evaluation (Leaf Fall). We chose the Top stratum as the reference modality for the Leaf Stratum 

197 variable because that stratum is the most exposed to sunlight like the reference modality of the 

198 Shade factor. Coffee leaf rust development was characterized by the rust area per branch at the 

199 previous evaluation (Rust Area d-21), and current rust area per branch (Current Rust Area). 

200 In the leaf collection experiment, all of the quantitative variables except the mean coffee 

201 plant fruit load were expressed per branch. Seven variables were studied: two variables to 

202 characterize coffee plant phenology, four variables to characterize coffee leaf rust development 

203 and one for the natural enemy L. lecanii (Table 2).  The coffee branch stratum (Leaf Stratum) and 

204 the mean number of fruiting nodes per coffee plant (Fruit Load) characterized coffee plant 

205 phenology. Coffee leaf rust on the collected leaves was described by the latent rust area (Latent 

206 Area), the area with uredospores (Sporul. Area), inoculum stock (Inoculum) and presence of 

207 necrosis due to rust (Necrosis). The presence of rust area parasitized by L. lecanii (Lecanii) was 

208 also considered.

209 All of the variables were rounded off considering measurement accuracy and the Leaf Area 

210 d-21, Leaf Growth, Leaf Fall, Fruit Load and Inoculum variables were rescaled by dividing by a 

211 constant in order to respond to rescaling needs for SEM analysis.

212

213 Statistical analysis. We formulated two global path models (Table 3), one for each 

214 experiment, which we tested using structural equation modeling. This method can be used to 

215 “examine simultaneous influences and responses”, stringing together a series of sub-models “to 
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216 model multivariate relationships” (Grace 2006). In other words, structural equation modeling is a 

217 pathway analysis that focuses on the chain of causality between variables, in order to take into 

218 account cascading effects. For the field monitoring experiment, the global model contained three 

219 hypothetical sub-models describing coffee tree phenology and rust temporal dynamics as functions 

220 of past coffee phenology, past rust area and variables describing management practices (Table 2). 

221 For the leaf collection experiment, the sub-models were designed to explain the relationships 

222 between several rust life cycle stages, one of its natural enemy, coffee fruit load, agroforestry 

223 practices and disease control management, without temporal dynamics (Table 2). We used the 

224 piecewiseSEM R-package version 1.2.1. (Lefcheck 2016) to build and to fit these two sets of 

225 general linear mixed models (GLMMs) (Bolker et al. 2009) constituting our structural equation 

226 models (SEM). 

227 The two variables describing presence or absence of necrosis due to rust and L. lecanii were 

228 fitted to a binomial distribution. Other response variables were semi-continuous (non-negative 

229 data) discretized variables that we fitted to a Poisson distribution. In all of the GLMMs, we included 

230 the following variables as crossed random intercept effects (Zuur et al. 2009) to consider the spatial 

231 and temporal non-independence of sampling: the block, the entity monitored (concatenation of the 

232 block, Shade × management, and Leaf Stratum) and the day of monitoring or leaf collection. In the 

233 SEM approach, the Shipley test was used to analyze the missing paths (Shipley 2009). This test is 

234 a confirmatory path analysis that evaluates the hypothetical causal relationships not considered in 

235 the SEM, but present in the diagram acyclic graphs (feedback relationships excluded). The global 

236 path model is valid if the chi-squared test of adequacy between data and the model provides a p-

237 value larger than 0.05. All the statistical analyses were performed with R 3.5.1 (R Development 

238 Core Team 2018) and with an alpha level of 0.05.

239
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240 RESULTS

241

242 Field monitoring of coffee phenology and rust development. For the field monitoring 

243 experiment, the validated structural equation model (Fig. 1), which fitted the data best (Fisher’s 

244 test p = 0.969), brought out 15 significant relationships between variables, including 14 out of the 

245 18 tested relationships from the formulated SEM, and one provided by the Shipley test for missing 

246 paths.

247 In this structural equation model (Fig. 1), the random factor Block was discarded because its 

248 effect was not significant in any sub-model. Branch leaf area growth was mainly explained by the 

249 location of the branch in the bottom and middle coffee plant strata (p < 0.0001 for both), a higher 

250 past leaf area per branch (Leaf Area d-21) (p < 0.0001) and a lower fruit load (p < 0.0001). The 

251 negative effect of the past rust area (Rust Area d-21) on branch leaf area growth was less (p = 0.0082). 

252 Branch leaf fall was the result of major negative effects (reduced leaf fall) of all copper-based 

253 fungicides, with a greater effect of Bordeaux mixture, while cyproconazole had no effect (p = 

254 0.0706). The past leaf area (p < 0.0001) and past rust area (p < 0.0001) had major positive effects 

255 on branch leaf fall, while the positive effect of fruit load (p < 0.0001) was less. The current rust 

256 area was mainly negatively affected by fungicide applications (p < 0.0001 for all fungicides) and 

257 increased by the past rust area (p < 0.0001) and past leaf area (p < 0.0001). On a second level, 

258 variables such as the fruit load of the coffee plant (p < 0.0001) and bottom and middle coffee leaf 

259 strata (p < 0.0001 and p = 0.0013 respectively) were positively related to the current rust area. 

260 Compared with full sun exposure, shade provided by the combination of Poró and Cashá (p = 

261 0.0059) affected the current rust area positively, while the Poró-based agroforestry system did not 

262 show any effect (p = 0.3708). Branch leaf fall (p < 0.0001) had a minor negative effect on the 

263 increase in rust area.
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264

265  Laboratory measurements of rust areas, presence of rust area parasitized with 

266 Lecanicillium lecanii, presence of necrosis due to rust and rust inoculum stock. For the 

267 laboratory measurements, the validated SEM, which fitted the data best (Fisher’s test p = 0.351), 

268 brought out 15 significant relationships between variables, including 12 out of the 24 tested 

269 relationships from the formulated SEM and three provided by the Shipley test for missing paths.

270 In the structural equation model obtained (Table 4), bottom and middle strata had positive 

271 effects on the latent rust area (Latent Area) (p < 0.0001 for both strata), with a greater effect of the 

272 bottom stratum. The only effect of fruit load on the inoculum stock was positive (p = 0.0001). In 

273 terms of management strategy, fungicide applications negatively affected rust development, i.e. the 

274 latent rust area (p < 0.001 for all fungicides), the area with uredospores (p = 0.0033 for Bordeaux 

275 mixture, p < 0.0001 for the commercial copper-based fungicide and cyproconazole applications) 

276 and the rust inoculum stock (p < 0.001 for all fungicides), while the fungus L. lecanii was not 

277 affected. For all the rust development stages, the commercial copper-based fungicide application 

278 was more efficient than the cyproconazole application and the application of Bordeaux mixture 

279 was the least efficient in controlling the disease. The two different agroforestry systems, Poró alone 

280 and its combination with Cashá, had different behaviors. Indeed, in comparison to full sun 

281 exposure, the combined system, providing less canopy openness, was associated with a larger latent 

282 rust area (p < 0.0001) but had no effect on the rust area with uredospores (p = 0.4030), while the 

283 Poró-based system had no effect on the latent rust area (p = 0.8479), but negatively affected the 

284 rust area with uredospores  (p = 0.0015). Their common point was their positive effect on parasitism 

285 by L. lecanii (p < 0.0001 for the Poró based system and p = 0.0013 for the combined system). 

286 Within the rust system, the presence of necrosis due to rust was positively explained by the latent 

287 rust area (p = 0.0027) and the presence of rust area parasitized with L. lecanii  (p = 0.0026). The 
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288 presence of the rust area parasitized by L. lecanii was also positively dependent on the area with 

289 uredospores (p = 0.0001), the latent rust area (p = 0.0021) and, to a lesser extent, on the inoculum 

290 stock (p = 0.0041). The inoculum stock was mostly negatively dependent on fungicide treatments 

291 (p < 0.0001) and positively on the rust area with uredospores (p < 0.0001). The intensity of 

292 sporulation in untreated plots was about 58.103 uredospores cm-² (Fig. 2A), whereas in sprayed 

293 plots the intensity was only 49.103 uredospores cm-² (Fig. 2B), for rust areas with uredospores 

294 ranging from 0 to 5 cm² per branch in (95% of the recprded area). 

295

296 DISCUSSION

297

298 The integrated pathway analysis developed in the structural equation modeling method 

299 allowed us to unravel rust behavior considering host dynamics and some common management 

300 patterns for C. arabica crops in Central America. The multiplicity of interactions between coffee 

301 plants, rust and the management patterns found with both field (Fig. 1) and laboratory data (Table 

302 4) is another illustration of the complexity of the pathways involved in the full expression of a plant 

303 disease such as CLR.

304

305 Rust regulation by coffee phenology dynamics. To gain a better understanding of the 

306 interactions existing between rust area and coffee phenology dynamics, we proposed two sub-

307 schemes, deduced from the main scheme of the field data SEM (Fig. 1), focusing on how coffee 

308 vegetative (Fig. 3) and reproductive (Fig. 4) growth affects rust development.

309 From the pathway analysis, we identified effects where host and pathogen developments 

310 interact (Fig. 3). Within a coffee system, foliage density was a source of future leaf growth, in 

311 accordance with the source-sink theory (Cournede et al. 2007). Leaf renewal had an immediate rust 
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312 dilution effect (Ferrandino 2008; Calonnec et al. 2013) by incorporating healthy leaves into the 

313 system, but foliage density also amounted to a surface available for future infection by CLR (Bock 

314 1962; Kushalappa 1981; Avelino et al. 2006; Kushalappa et al. 1983). Future leaf removal was 

315 necessarily dependent on available leaves. In addition, the presence of rust on leaves was 

316 responsible for premature leaf fall (Kushalappa and Lagesse 1981), which in turn helped to regulate 

317 the expansion of this biotrophic pathogen (Kushalappa 1981).   

318 The reproductive growth of the coffee plants also affected rust development, as already 

319 observed in many studies (Avelino et al. 2006; Costa et al. 2006; De Carvalho et al. 2001; López-

320 Bravo et al. 2012). Our study showed that this global effect was mainly driven by the incorporation 

321 of fruits as a sink, competing with leaf growth and enhancing leaf fall (Fig. 4), which in turn 

322 affected rust development (Cannell 1985; Cournede et al. 2007). The analysis of the laboratory 

323 data suggested that fruit load affected the rust sporulation stage and had no effect on tissue 

324 colonization (Table 4). This seems contradictory with what we deduced from the field data, where 

325 fruit load increased rust area. We put forward the hypothesis that this apparent contradiction was 

326 due to the lack of temporal dimension in the laboratory data, where destructive sampling was 

327 carried out: the higher inoculum stock observed with high fruit loads will, with time, necessarily 

328 increase the number of rust infections and lead to larger rust areas, as found in the field experiment 

329 SEM analysis.

330 Considering this strong interdependence of disease and host plant development, Waller 

331 (1982), Ferrandino (2008) and Calonnec et al. (2013) emphasized the importance of measuring 

332 indicators that do not depend on both entities. Indeed, the incidence and the severity of a disease 

333 represent rates of diseased leaves and infested leaf area, which can therefore vary as a function of 

334 the vegetative status of the coffee plant. Another way to fight rust might be to enhance coffee leaf 

335 renewal. Studying the effects of different nutrition strategies and pruning to increase rust dilution 
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336 would be of great interest. When the objective of an experiment is to study the dynamics of an 

337 epidemic, both the host plant and disease development should be monitored to compute an apparent 

338 growth rate of the disease corrected for host growth (Kushalappa and Ludwig 1982). If the 

339 objective is to understand the effect of management practices on the disease itself, it might be of 

340 interest to observe the disease on the scale of the lesions, describing their different symptoms and 

341 signs. 

342 To our knowledge, there are very few studies under controlled conditions showing 

343 differences in leaf physiological resistance depending on the branch or plant fruit load (Eskes and 

344 Souza 1981). Our results tended to show that the positive relationship between fruit load and coffee 

345 rust incidence or severity was also (mainly) due to reduced growth of the coffee branch, and not 

346 only lower physiological resistance. 

347

348 Effects of shade trees and coffee leaf strata on rust development stages. Shade trees and 

349 coffee leaf strata can be considered as different levels of light interception by coffee leaves. These 

350 factors cause microclimate variations that directly affect coffee phenology and rust development 

351 (López-Bravo et al. 2012). Our laboratory data revealed that both factors had multiple paths of 

352 action and opposite effects on rust development (Fig. 5), which might explain the controversial 

353 results of previous shade studies. 

354 We highlighted antagonistic effects of shade conditions on tissue colonization and 

355 sporulation. Low radiation in low coffee strata, or in the combined agroforestry system, was 

356 associated with better development of latent rust areas (Eskes 1982), whereas the Poró-based 

357 agroforestry system limited the areas with uredospores (Toniutti et al. 2017). The negative effect 

358 of light on the latent rust area could be explained by the role of light in activating certain plant 

359 protection compounds, such as reactive oxygen species (Bechtold, et al.  2005; Roberts and Paul 
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360 2006). Another hypothesis is that larger latent areas are the result of a larger number of successful 

361 infections that could be favored by the shade conditions (López-Bravo et al. 2012). As regards the 

362 middle stratum effect, the higher latent rust area might also be due to the branch fruit load. As 

363 already indicated, it is known, and shown in our study, that the fruit load increases rust intensity at 

364 plot and plant levels, but this relationship also exists at branch level (Eskes and Souza 1981) and 

365 the most productive branches are those of the middle stratum of the coffee plant. This effect was 

366 not found in our study, because fruit load was not disaggregated as a function of the branch stratum 

367 when counting the fruiting nodes. Radiation and nutrition might explain shade effects on areas with 

368 uredospores. Toniutti et al. (2017) hypothesized that leaves fully exposed to sunlight (full sun 

369 management in our case) have a hotter temperature regime conducive to sporulation. However, the 

370 negative effect of the Poró-based agroforestry system on infected areas was not observed with the 

371 low coffee leaf strata or the combined agroforestry system, which had denser shade cover. Another 

372 pathway is probably involved, related to nitrogen recycling, which is known to be higher under the 

373 Poró system compared to the Poró-Cashá combined shade system (+40-94% depending on pruning 

374 intensity, Haggar et al. 2011). This higher N provision is less conducive to rust sporulation 

375 according to Toniutti et al. (2017). Our study also revealed that shade promoted rust parasitism by 

376 L. lecanii, as shown by Vandermeer et al. (2009). Lastly, the fact that the area with uredospores 

377 was similar under dense shade to that with full sun exposure could only be explained by the 

378 presence of larger latent rust areas under the shade conditions.

379 In terms of a rust control strategy, the Poró-based agroforestry system seemed to be better 

380 than the combined agroforestry system. Indeed, compared to a system with full sun exposure, the 

381 Poró-based agroforestry system limited rust sporulation and did not increase latent rust areas, 

382 whereas the combined agroforestry system was responsible for larger latent rust areas and did not 
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383 affect rust areas with uredospores. In addition, the natural enemy of rust, L. lecanii, was also more 

384 abundant under the Poró-based shade than under the combined shade.

385

386 Shade trees and coffee leaf stratum effects on coffee phenology. In comparison to full sun 

387 exposure, no effect of either agroforestry systems was observed on coffee leaf phenology (Fig. 1), 

388 in contradiction with previous results reporting that a higher level of shading is unfavorable for 

389 leaf growth (Campanha et al. 2004; Jaramillo-Botero et al. 2010; López-Bravo et al. 2012). 

390 However, we found a negative effect on leaf growth for lower coffee leaf strata in comparison to 

391 upper strata. This result might be explained by the lower interception of light, which reduces 

392 photosynthesis under such conditions (Charbonnier et al. 2013) and leaf area growth considering 

393 the source-sink theory (Cannell 1985; Cournede et al. 2007). While some studies found a positive 

394 effect of low leaf strata and shade trees on leaf retention (Avelino et al. 1991; Campanha et al. 

395 2004; López-Bravo et al. 2012; Staver et al. 2001) our analysis showed no direct effect. However, 

396 it is known that coffee yields are lower under shade because of light interception, which reduces 

397 flower initiation (DaMatta and Rena 2002). In our study, we did not create a sub-model explaining 

398 fruit load, because of the poor measurement accuracy of fruit load, and differences in terms of time 

399 steps that were difficult to integrate in the SEM analysis. However, we found that the plant fruit 

400 load was significantly lower (p = 0.018) under the Poró-based system (mean fruit load = 384) and 

401 the combined system (mean fruit load = 205) in comparison to full sun exposure (mean fruit load 

402 = 452). In our analysis, the shade effect on leaf retention was probably integrated in the fruit load 

403 effect (Fig. 6). Lastly, the absence of direct branch stratum effects on leaf retention suggested this 

404 effect was possibly negligible. Differences in leaf retention are expected due to rust intensity, which 

405 is greater on lower branches.

406
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407 Relationships between different rust life cycle stages and rust parasitism by L. lecanii. 

408 Over the same time step, we found mostly logical relationships between the different rust life cycle 

409 stages. Indeed, for larger latent rust areas, larger areas with uredospores and with necrosis due to 

410 rust were observed (Fig. 7). Moreover, the inoculum stock was mainly explained by the fungicide 

411 treatment, the area with uredospores and the fruit load (Table 4). This result shows that fungicide 

412 applications directly act upon sporulation intensity, in addition to indirectly acting by limiting the 

413 area with uredospores. Considering now the relationships between the rust system and a natural 

414 enemy, L. lecanii, over the same time step, we logically found more L. lecanii where rust was more 

415 abundant (Fig. 7). Given L. lecanii hyperparasitism, the rust lesions developed necrosis. Our results 

416 also shed some additional light on the findings published on L. lecanii influence on rust (Jackson 

417 et al. 2012; Vandermeer et al. 2009). The statistical one-year time lag relationship between 

418 outbreaks of L. lecanii and low rust intensities reported in Jackson et al. (2012), suggesting delayed 

419 natural rust regulation, might be explained alternatively by four effects: (i) the well-known biennial 

420 coffee yield behavior (DaMatta 2004), (ii) the positive relationship between fruit load and rust 

421 intensity, which (iii) exacerbates biennality because of yield losses due to rust (Cerda et al. 2017), 

422 and (iv) increases L. lecanii parasitism.

423

424 Effect of fungicide type on coffee phenology, rust development and rust parasitism by 

425 L. lecanii. All the fungicides applied in our study were able to control rust, at all of its stages except 

426 the necrosis of lesions. This is surprising, given their main properties. Copper-based fungicides, 

427 including Bordeaux mixture, mainly protect (Da Cunha et al. 2004) the plant from new infections, 

428 and therefore should mainly reduce the latent rust area, whereas systemic fungicides mainly prevent 

429 post-infectious processes, such as colonization and sporulation (Chalfoun and Carvalho 1999; 

430 Santos et al. 2002). Our results provide evidence of additional effects of copper-based fungicides 
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431 on sporulation and of systemic fungicides on preventing infections. However, these fungicides had 

432 different efficiency levels (Table 4). For any rust development stage, the commercial copper-based 

433 fungicide was found to be more effective than cyproconazole, itself more effective than Bordeaux 

434 mixture (Fig. 8). For instance, Bordeaux mixture was associated with organic management, where 

435 rust levels were higher, which surely contributed to reducing its effects (Zambolim, 2016). In 1974, 

436 Mulinge and Griffiths also observed a higher efficacy of a commercial copper-based fungicide than 

437 a systemic one against rust but did not provide any hypothesis. This result may have been related 

438 to differences in doses, application times, or rust levels when fungicides were applied. However, 

439 Hemileia vastatrix resistance to cyproconazole cannot be excluded, even if there is still no evidence 

440 of such a possibility (Rozo-Peña and Cristancho-Ardila 2010). Furthermore, our study highlighted 

441 additional, direct fungicide effects on the coffee plants. The tonic effect on coffee plant foliage 

442 resulting from copper-based fungicide sprays was mentioned in previous studies (Bock 1962; 

443 Brinate et al. 2015; Cannell 1985; Da Cunha et al. 2004; Mulinge and Griffiths 1974; Van der 

444 Vossen and Browning 1978). The surprising absence of fungicide effects on rust parasitism by the 

445 fungus L. lecanii might be explained by the late emergence of this parasite during and after 

446 harvesting periods, when fungicides were no longer applied.

447

448 Methodological features. Many methodological choices were important in our study to 

449 achieve the goals we set. First, structural equation modeling analysis allowed us to reveal multiple 

450 pathways existing between several sub-models. We then selected variables that did not depend at 

451 the same time on coffee and rust systems, which led us to exclude incidence and severity indicators 

452 (Waller 1982). We decided to consider time in this analysis, in order to highlight delayed effects. 

453 By considering different rust stages in the analysis, we were able to show antagonistic effects of 

454 shading and of the coffee leaf stratum depending on the stage, which are impossible to distinguish 
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455 otherwise. This approach also led us to elaborate a way of estimating the inoculum stock in 

456 unsprayed plots, based on image analysis (Fig. 2), which is less time-consuming than counting 

457 methods.

458
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660 Figure titles

661 Fig. 1. Validated structural equation model of relationships between coffee phenology, rust 

662 development and plot management for the field monitoring experiment. Black arrows and 

663 red arrows represent significant (p < 0.001) positive and negative paths, respectively. Dotted 

664 arrows represent less significant relationships (0.001 < p < 0.05). Response variables appear 
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665 in ellipsoids. The effects of the factor modalities were compared to a reference modality for 

666 each factor, indicated in brackets. The thickness of the paths was scaled according to the 

667 magnitude of the scale-standardized estimates.

668 Fig. 2.  Relationship between rust area with uredospores (in cm²) and number of uredospores (in 

669 thousands of spores) in untreated plots (A) (p < 0.001; R² = 0.6904) and in plots that received 

670 fungicide applications (B) (p < 0.001; R² = 0.7098). Regressions were forced through the 

671 origin because, by definition, without visible sporulation no uredospores were collected.

672 Fig. 3. Interpretation scheme for the main interactions between coffee vegetative growth and rust 

673 development and explanation of the dilution theory (Ferrandino 2008). Black arrows and red 

674 arrows represent significant (p < 0.001) positive and negative paths, respectively. Dotted 

675 arrows represent less significant relationships (0.001 < p < 0.05). Empty arrows represent 

676 hypothetical effects. The thickness of the paths was scaled according to the magnitude of the 

677 scale-standardized estimates (Fig. 1).

678 Fig. 4. Interpretation of the main interactions between coffee reproductive growth and rust 

679 development. Black arrows and red arrows represent significant (p < 0.001) positive and 

680 negative paths, respectively. Dotted arrows represent less significant relationships (0.001 < 

681 p < 0.05). The thickness of the paths was scaled according to the magnitude of the scale-

682 standardized estimates (Fig. 1).

683 Fig. 5. Main effects of shade agroforestry systems and coffee leaf strata on rust development found 

684 through the SEM analysis on laboratory data. Black arrows and red arrows represent 

685 significant (p < 0.001) positive and negative paths, respectively. Dotted arrows represent less 

686 significant relationships (0.001 < p < 0.05). The effects of the factor modalities were 
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687 compared to a reference modality for each factor, indicated in brackets. The thickness of the 

688 paths was scaled according to the magnitude of the scale-standardized estimates (Table 4).

689 Fig. 6. Hypothetical effects of shade agroforestry systems and coffee leaf strata on fruit load and 

690 observed effects of fruit load on coffee phenology and rust development found through the 

691 SEM analysis on field data. Black arrows and red arrows represent significant (p < 0.001) 

692 positive and negative paths, respectively. Dotted arrows represent less significant 

693 relationships (0.001 < p < 0.05). Empty arrows represent hypothetical effects. The effects of 

694 the factor modalities were compared to a reference modality for each factor, indicated in 

695 brackets. The thickness of the SEM paths was scaled according to the magnitude of the scale-

696 standardized estimates (Table 4).

697 Fig. 7. Main relationships between different rust life cycle stages and rust parasitism by L. lecanii 

698 found through the SEM analysis on laboratory data. Black arrows and red arrows represent 

699 significant (p < 0.001) positive and negative paths, respectively. The thickness of the paths 

700 was scaled according to the magnitude of the scale-standardized estimates (Table 4).

701 Fig. 8. Main relationships between different types of fungicides, coffee phenology and rust found 

702 through the SEM analysis on field data (on the left) and laboratory data (on the right). Black 

703 arrows and red arrows represent significant (p < 0.001) positive and negative paths, 

704 respectively. Dotted arrows represent less significant relationships (0.001 < p < 0.05). The 

705 effects of the factor modalities were compared to a reference modality for each factor, 

706 indicated in brackets. The thickness of the paths was scaled according to the magnitude of 

707 the scale-standardized estimates (Fig. 1 and Table 4).
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TABLE 1. Studied combinations of three shade levels and four levels of fungicide applied during the 

last 40 days and their associated fertilization management 

Shade cover level 
(trees ha-1)

Application during 
the last 40 days (dose)

Fertilization 
(dose)

No Fungicide

Copper-based fungicide 
(1kg ha-1)Full Sun exposure

Cyproconazole 
(0.4 l ha-1)

18-5-15 N-P-K (500 kg ha-1)
33.5-0-0 N-P-K (180 kg ha-1)

Full Sun exposure No Fungicide 18-5-15 N-P-K (500 kg ha-1)
33.5-0-0 N-P-K (180 kg ha-1)

No Fungicide

Erythrina poeppigiana (278) Bordeaux mixture 
(1.5 kg ha-1)

chicken manure (10 t ha-1)
K-MAG (100 kg ha-1)

Erythrina poeppigiana (278) No Fungicide 18-5-15 N-P-K (500 kg ha-1)
33.5-0-0 N-P-K (180 kg ha-1)

No Fungicide

Copper-based fungicide 
(1kg ha-1)

Erythrina poeppigiana (164) 
and 
Chloroleucon eurycyclum (78)

Cyproconazole 
(0.4 l ha-1)

18-5-15 N-P-K (500 kg ha-1)
33.5-0-0 N-P-K (180 kg ha-1)

No FungicideErythrina poeppigiana (164) 
and 
Chloroleucon eurycyclum (78) Bordeaux mixture 

(1.5 kg ha-1)

chicken manure (10 t ha-1)
K-MAG (100 kg ha-1)
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TABLE 2. Description of the coffee plant, the coffee leaf rust and the cropping practice variables used 

in the field monitoring and laboratory measurements

System Factor Description Classes (factors) or range (quantitative)

Coffee 
plant

Leaf Stratum F, L Coffee plant 
leaf stratum

Top Middle Bottom -

Practices Shade F, L Shading level Full sun Poró Poró + Cashá -

Fungicides F, L Fungicide type 
applied in the 
last 40 days

Absence Copper Bordeaux mix Cyproconazole

System Quantitative 
variable Description Range Accuracy

Coffee 
plant

Fruit Load F, L Average number of fruiting nodes 
per coffee plant and plot 

[1, 949] 1

Leaf Growth F New leaf area in cm² 
(since the previous evaluation)

[0, 200] 10

Leaf Fall F Fallen leaf area in cm² 
(since the previous evaluation)

[0, 300] 10

Leaf Area d-21 
F Past leaf area in cm² 

(at the previous field evaluation)
[0, 780] 10

Coffee 
rust

Current Rust 
Area F

Current rust area in cm² [0, 74] 0.1

Rust Area d-21 
F Past rust area in cm² 

(at the previous evaluation)
[0, 74] 0.1

Latent Area L Latent rust area in cm² 
(infected area without uredospores)

[0, 49] 0.01

Sporul. Area L Rust area in cm² with uredospores [0, 38] 0.01

Inoculum L Inoculum stock [0, 2.106] -

Necrosis L Presence/absence of necrosis due to rust 0 ; 1 0.01

Lecanii L Presence/absence of rust area parasitized 
by Lecanicillium lecanii in cm²

0 ; 1 0.01

F Variables from field experiment
L Variables from laboratory measurements
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TABLE 3. Description of the SEM sub-models from the field monitoring experiment and from the leaf 

collection experiment

Response variables Explanatory variables

Leaf Growth Shade1 + Leaf Stratum + Fruit Load2 + Leaf Area d-21
3

Leaf Fall Shade4 + Leaf Stratum5 + Fungicides6 + Fruit Load7 + Leaf Area d-21
3 + Rust Area d-21

8
SEM from 
field 
monitoring Current Rust 

Area
Shade9 + Leaf Stratum10 + Fungicides11 + Fruit Load12 + Leaf Area d-21

13
 

+ Rust Area d-21
14

 + Leaf Fall15 + Leaf Growth15

Latent Area Shade9 + Leaf Stratum10 + Fungicides11 + Fruit Load12

Sporul. Area Shade16 + Leaf Stratum + Fungicides17 + Latent Area

Inoculum Shade18 + Leaf Stratum + Fungicides + Latent Area + Sporul. Area

Necrosis Shade16 + Leaf Stratum + Fungicides19 + Fruit Load + Latent Area + Sporul. Area

SEM from 
leaf 
collection

Lecanii Shade20 + Leaf Stratum + Fungicides21 + Latent Area22 + Sporul. Area22

References supporting some of the relationships present in the sub-models :

1 Campanha et al. 2004; Charbonnier et al. 2013; 
Jaramillo-Botero et al. 2010; López-Bravo et al. 2012

2 Bote and Jan 2016; Cannell 1985; Vaast et al. 2005

3 Cournede et al. 2007 4 Campanha et al. 2004; Staver et al. 2001; López-Bravo 
et al. 2012

5 Avelino et al. 1991 6 Bock 1962; Brinate et al. 2015; Cannell 1985; Da 
Cunha et al. 2004; Mulinge and Griffiths 1974; Van 
der Vossen and Browning 1978

7 Bote and Jan 2016; Vaast et al. 2005 8 Brown et al. 1995; Kushalappa and Lagesse 1981 
9 Allinne et al. 2016; Avelino et al. 2006; Roberts and 

Paul 2006; Salgado et al. 2007; Soto-Pinto et al. 2002; 
Staver et al. 2001

10 Avelino et al. 1991; Bock 1962; Martins et al. 2015; 
Villegas García and Baeza-Aragón 1990

11 Capucho et al. 2013; Chalfoun and Carvalho 1999; Da 
Cunha et al. 2004; De Carvalho et al. 2012; Mulinge 
and Griffiths 1974; Rayner 1962; Santos et al. 2002; 
De Souza et al. 2011; Waller 1982

12 Avelino et al. 2006; Costa et al. 2006; De Carvalho et 
al. 2001; López-Bravo et al. 2012

13 Avelino et al. 2006; Bock 1962; Kushalappa 1981; 
Kushalappa et al. 1983 

14 Kushalappa 1981

15 Bock 1962; Kushalappa 1981 16 Eskes 1982
17 Coutinho et al. 1995; Rozo-Peña and Cristancho-

Ardila 2010
18 Toniutti et al. 2017

19 Rozo-Peña and Cristancho-Ardila 2010 20 Vandermeer et al. 2009
21 Gonzáles et al. 2012 22 Martins et al. 2015
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TABLE 4. Significant relationships found through laboratory experiment SEM analysis. The 

explanatory variables are in columns and response variables in rows. The coefficients are the scale-

standardized estimates in order to compare variable effects. The coefficients for factor modalities 

describe the effect of the modality compared to the reference modality of the factor.

Latent Area Sporul Area Inoculum Lecanii Necrosis
Fruit load - - 0.14 *** - -
Bottom strata 0.76 *** - - - -
Middle strata 0.49 *** - - - -
Poró shade - -0.67 ** - 0.83 *** -
Poró + Cashá shade 0.54 *** - - 0.69 ** -
Cyproconazole -0.57 *** -1.76 *** -1.18 *** - -
Copper -0.84 *** -1.95 *** -1.32 *** - -
Bordeaux Mix -0.38 *** -0.45 ** -0.30 *** - -
Latent Area - 0.07 *** - 0.11 ** 0.087 **
Sporul. Area - - 0.12 *** 0.40 *** -
Inoculum - - - 0.06 ** -
Lecanii - - - - 0.57 **

* p < 0.05, ** p <0.01, *** p <0.0001
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Fig. 2.  
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Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 7. 
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Fig. 8. 
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